
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Faculty Meeting

Minutes
(Amended)

Thursday, January 28, 2010; 2:30 P.M.; Student Union, Wisconsin Room

PLENARY SESSION

The Spring Semester 2010 Chancellor’s Plenary: Chancellor Carlos E. Santiago spoke
on “Places, Partners and Footprints: Laying the Groundwork for UWM’s Future.“

 The text for this plenary is available at:
http://www4.uwm.edu/chancellor/communications/plenary_addresses.cfm

 The podcast for this plenary is available at:
https://deimos.apple.com/WebObjects/Core.woa/BrowsePrivately/uwm-
public.1444386183.01444386191.3248902587?i=1337279800

(Note: You must have iTunes installed on your computer.)

The Faculty Meeting convened at 3:30 P.M.

I. COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS
1. University Committee (UC) Report: Cindy Walker, UC Chairperson

Report is attached.

2. Student Association (SA) Report: Jay Burseth, SA President
o Burseth issued an executive order to create four committees to work on

book rental, tuition, community safety, and online fees.
o SA election this semester.

3. Academic Planning and Budget Committee Report: Jay Moore, Chairperson
The report is attached.

Chancellor Santiago stated that Columbia St. Mary’s enumeration requires
$31 million worth of program revenue. State law prohibits the use of program
revenue for academic facilities at Columbia St. Mary’s and Building 29. A
funding stream would have to be found to support academic facilities or
money would have to be raised in other areas, which would then require the
approval (of what) to move state bonding authority to another project. The
Building Commission and the BOR actions allowed UWM to expend the $125
million worth of state bonding authority, enumerating two projects: School of
Freshwater Sciences and the IRC on campus. It is anticipated that the state
legislature will also support these actions.

4. Physical Environment Committee Report: Mary Kay Madsen, Chairperson
The report is attached.
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5. Information Technology Policy Committee Report: Christopher Burns, Chair
President Pro Tem Mary Pat Kunert read the report. The report is attached.

II. UWM FACULTY SENATE RULES COMMITTEE AND
FACULTY/SENATE MEETINGS FOR ACADEMIC YEAR 2009-10
The Spring Senate Rules Committee and Faculty Senate meeting schedules were
listed on the Senate Meeting Agenda.

III. DETERMINE EXISTENCE OF QUORUM FOR THE FACULTY
MEETING
Secretary of the University Trudy Turner conducted a head count to determine if
there were enough faculty present to hold a Faculty Meeting. There was no
quorum; therefore, the Senate convened.

IV. SENATE ROLL CALL
Secretary of the University Trudy Turner conducted the roll call for the Senate.
Parliamentarian Richard Marcus and 37 senators were present. A quorum of the
Faculty Senate was present.

Senator Mark Schwartz made a motion to suspend the rules in order to add an
item of business to the agenda. The motion was seconded and approved
unanimously by voice vote. This business item will be the first item of business
under VII. Business.

V. AUTOMATIC CONSENT
1. The minutes of the December 17, 2009 Faculty Senate meeting were

approved as distributed.
2. The Summary of Senate Attendance for Semester 1, 2009-10, FD 2698, was

received.
3. The Summary of Faculty Legislation for Semester I, 2009-10, FD 2699, was

received.

VI. CHANCELLOR’S REPORT
1. Document 2695, 12/17/09: Recommendation of the Academic Policy

Committee that the Calendar for Academic Year 2011-2012 be approved. To
UWM Administration, 12/18/09, approved 12/21/09.

2. Document 2696, 12/17/09: Recommendation of the Department of Foreign
Language and Linguistics and the L&S Academic Planning and Governance
Committee to Change the Department’s Name to Foreign Language and
Literature. To UWM Administration, 12/18/09, approved 12/21/09.

3. Document 2697, 12/17/09: UWM Faculty Senate Resolution on Interim
Provost Candidates. To UWM Administration, 12/18/09, approved 12/21/09.
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VII. BUSINESS
1. Senator Mark Schwartz moved approval of a motion by the Faculty Senate to

hereby create a special committee (per P&P 6.4) to plan potential uses of the
Columbia St. Mary’s facility, should it become a part of the Kenwood
campus. Schwartz presented the rationale. Special committees report directly
to the Faculty Senate, which is an advantage they have over subcommittees.
The special committees were created and appointed in the fall by the UC for
each of the building projects. It makes sense to put the process of reviewing
the Columbia St. Mary’s project on the same level as these special
committees.

Schwartz added that this is a task that falls between the APBC and the PEC
andthey would work with the Provost to identify members from the APBC,
PEC, and other individuals from interested constituencies across the campus.
The process of reviewing the master plan and supervising the overall set of
building projects is well placed within the APBC and the PEC. This special
committee will look specifically at the planning of the Columbia St. Mary’s
facility.

Discussion ensued regarding the composition of the special committee.
Schwartz said that the prospective committee member list would be brought to
the UC for the final appointment.

Senator Margo Anderson said that coordinating this special committee with
the other design committees is necessary. Senator Marija Gajdardziska-
Josifovska suggested that this special committee consult with the other special
committees since there will be some overlap and those committees have done
their work.

Professor Jay Moore made a point of clarification by stating the neighborhood
association endorsed the acquisition of Columbia St. Mary’s for the purpose
of academics and not the purpose of student housing. This is something that
will need to be worked out since UWM has a commitment toward a revenue
stream from that facility; however, the neighborhood association is opposed to
undergraduate student housing.

Chancellor Santiago stated that the BOR and the Building Commission have
approved $31 million for program revenue for CSM. The facilities that will
be located at Columbia St. Mary’s will have to have program revenue to
support the purchase and the building. The purchase price will probably be
between
$10 to $20 million. The remainder will be used to renovate the facility. If
students are paying for it, they will have a primary voice in what will be
located there. Santiago said that money from a state fund can be used to tear
down some of the older facilities that are suspected to be full of asbestos
without tapping into campus resources.
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Senator Parsons made a motion to call the question. The motion was
seconded and approved unanimously by voice vote.

The Columbia St. Mary’s special committee motion was approved
unanimously by voice vote.

(Note: This motion will be assigned a faculty document number and sent to
campus administration along with other faculty documents that are passed at
today’s senate meeting.)

2. Faculty Document 2700. Senator Ginny Stoffel moved approval of FD 2700,
Recommendation of the Department of Occupational Therapy and the College
of Health Sciences to Change the Department’s Name to Department of
Occupational Science and Technology. Stoffel presented the rationale.

FD 2700 was approved unanimously by voice vote.

3. Faculty Document 2701. Senator Winston Van Horne moved approval of FD
2701, Motion that the Senate Subcommittee on the Evaluation of
Administrators (SSEA) be directed to complete the Evaluation of the Provost.
Van Horne presented the rationale. Based on the rules governing the
evaluation of administrators, that evaluation is formative not summative in
regard to the continuation of the individual being evaluated in that role at
UWM. Given the Provost will no longer be at UWM, the formative purpose
ceases.

Furthermore, a precedent was established in 2003 when former Chancellor
Nancy Zimpher was being evaluated. Once she accepted a position in
Cincinnati, the evaluation ended. Therefore, the SSEA ended the evaluation
of the Provost; however, the Chancellor asked the UC to continue with the
evaluation, and the UC sent this request to the SSEA. The SSEA reaffirmed
their position. The SSEA decided that the Faculty Senate should instruct the
SSEA on whether to continue the evaluation. The SSEA recommends that the
Faculty Senate sustain the position of the SSEA.

Senator Schwartz made a point of clarification by stating that the UC only
forwarded the Chancellor’s request to the SSEA, and did not make any
recommendation. Senator C. Walker added that the UC asked the SSEA to
clarify the procedures for this type of scenario. Van Horne replied that
Senator Garrison and Senator Anderson are working on revising FD 2137.

Van Horne requested five minutes for a point of privilege. He stated that on
June 1 when Provost Cheng leaves UWM and assumes her role as Chancellor
of Southern Illinois University - Carbondale, it will be 30 years since Frank
Horton became the Chancellor at UWM. Van Horne told Provost Cheng that
in her first five years at Carbondale he wished her the same successes that
former Chancellor Horton had in his first five years at UWM. He stated the
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importance of knowing the history of UWM and cited some of Horton’s
successes:

 When Horton started his tenure as Chancellor at UWM, student
enrollment was declining and had was fewer than 24,000 students.
He increased enrollment to over 26,000. This was not exceeded
until after the year 2000, which was 25 years after Horton left
UWM.

 Horton set a target of 1000 lines for this campus. He told the
Faculty Senate that he had 893 lines with 864 filled.

 Horton had the bridge over Maryland Avenue built within his first
two years at UWM.

 Horton built stage three of the libraries.
 Horton is the only Chancellor who has attended the inauguration of

every other Chancellor since he left UWM.
 Horton implemented the general education requirement at UWM.
 Horton set a target for $5 million and got $8 million for this

campus.
 When he left in 1985, 1500 people attended his farewell event.

Senator Steve Meyer’s made a motion to clarify the intent of FD 2701. He
moved that the Faculty Senate support the SSEA and not proceed with the
evaluation of the Provost.

The motion was seconded.

Provost Cheng said that she asked for the closure. She felt that shutting down
the evaluation had the potential to be misconstrued as a negative evaluation,
and would impact her reputation and any other administrator leaving UWM.
She said that the positive and negative comments will be helpful to any
administrator on this campus and in their future careers. She added that she
realizes that there is a workload issue; however, the integrity of the process
requires some type of closure.

Senator C. Walker spoke against the motion. She said the data collected is
formative for the individual as well as for the campus. Senator Ginny Stoffel
also spoke against the motion. She said there was a precedent set within the
last decade when the Dean of Engineering knew he would be retiring, asked
that his evaluation process continue. Stoffel stated that the precedent suggests
that the intent of the process continue along with the wish of the person
requesting the feedback. Van Horne pointed out that Zimpher and Cheng both
accepted positions at other institutions, but Dean Gregory had not yet resigned
from UWM.

A motion to extend discussion for five minutes was seconded and approved
with one nay.
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Senator Alice Gillam asked if a compromise could be reached and suggested
that the evaluation be truncated to address SSEA’s workload issue. Senator
Margo Anderson said that the SSEA workload has included three deans’
evaluations and FD 2137 revisions. The SSEA believes that given their
limited resources and time combined with their heavy workload, ending the
Provost evaluation would better serve UWM.

Senator Marija Gajdardziska-Josifovska said the best time to stop an
evaluation is before the faculty have spent their time to provide input. If an
evaluation is stopped after faculty have provided input, she believes that
governance is not honoring faculty input. She also said that the wishes of the
administrator being evaluated should be considered. Lastly, she said that a
report should be written in a way that will help guide the search committee
and appointing officer in hiring the next Provost. The information should also
help guide the next Provost. Van Horne replied that the faculty responses are
taken in the context of Provost Cheng, not a hypothetical Provost.

Santiago said that the structure of the Provost position has changed from a
chief operating model to a Provost who is dominantly responsible for
Academic Affairs. He spoke to Gajdardziska-Josifovska point that there may
be pertinent information as the search moves forward for a new permanent
Provost. Senator Prasenjuit Guptasarma said as a scientist he would like to
see the results from the data collected, and he also believes that the data will
provide information on the structure of the position being evaluated.

Senator Lee Ann Garrison is a member on the SSEA and stated that if the
Faculty Senate decided to move forward with the evaluation of the Provost,
she would volunteer to do the bulk of the work.

Van Horne stated that the structure is framed in the context of an individual.
Faculty responded to their knowledge, acquaintance, rumors, and sentiments
of one person. Stoffel respectfully requested that the SSEA come up with a
process that sifts through the data and generate a hybrid process that
completes the report for the benefits that have been described. Van Horne
said that it would be inconsistent with FD2137.

FD 2701 as amended was voted by hand count and not approved.

4. Report on General Education Reform. Senator Jack Johnson and Professor
Kathryn Dindia presented the report. The policy was established in Fall 2007.
He provided a hand-out breaking down the costs for criminal background
checks.

This Powerpoint report is available at:
http://www4dev.uwm.edu/secu/senate/calendars/09-10/01-28-10GEReport.pdf
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5. Report on Master Planning and Academic Planning. Provost Rita Cheng
stated that the Master Planning consultants met with the PEC over the winter
break. They will not be able to meet the January deadline for the final product
due to their work to address campus input that was provided in November and
December. Specifically, the transportation plan is being revamped, and other
technical infrastructure issues are being resolved. The final draft will first be
reviewed by John Jensen, at DOA, Kate Sullivan at UWS, and Chris Gluesing
at UWM to ensure accuracy and consistency of the report. The new deadline
is the end of February.

Master Planning web site: www.masterplan.uwm.edu

Chancellor Santiago excused himself to attend a 5:00 P.M. meeting. Senator Pro
Tem Kunert presided over the remainder of the meeting.

VIII. SPECIAL ORDER OF BUSINESS
Secretary of the University Turner conducted nominations and balloting to replace
Carol Ott on the Senate Subcommittee on the Evaluation of Administrators
(SSEA). There were no nominations to replace Carol Ott on the SSEA.

Senator C. Walker volunteered to serve on the SSEA. Senator Anderson stated
that since C. Walker is on the UC and will be receiving the SSEA report it would
be inappropriate for her to serve on the SSEA.

Senator Jack Johnson made a motion that the Secretary of the University send out
an e-mail asking for volunteers for this position or nominees for this position, and
a subsequent electronic ballot be sent out to all senators for the election for this
position.

The motion was seconded.

The motion to call the question was seconded and approved unanimously by voice
vote.

The motion passed unanimously by voice vote.

IX. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
None

X. GENERAL GOOD AND WELFARE
None

XI. ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 4:55 P.M.
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APBC Comments to Senate: Jan 28, 2010

Recent discussions with campus administration identified the following areas where
APBC can contribute to campus decision making processes. Note that discussion
concerning all of these items takes place in the context of UWS priorities, campus
resources, CMP, the Milwaukee Initiative, and capital expenditures. At this point, many
details regarding this context are uncertain, but APBC is trying to be proactive.

1. 2010-11 (and beyond) school/college planning documents.
2. Preparation of the 2011-13 budget request and DIN.
3. Review of several in-progress new program and center proposals.

4. Student Life and Learning Commission. Early in the fall semester, a broadly based
Tuition and Fee Working Group began to explore campus options to enhance student
experiences in both academic and non-academic aspects of campus life. Students were
intimately involved in the discussions. Concerns included access, affordability, advising,
security, time to degree, and availability of classes. In addition, an important part of the
discussion was how to increase revenue to support any contemplated enhancements. As
originally envisioned, the working group was separate from APBC. Nevertheless, it did
have representatives on it from APBC, other faculty committees, as well as students.

Midway during the fall semester, UWS outlined its Growth Agenda Educational
Attainment Goals. A major feature of the UWS Agenda is to increase the number of
Wisconsin residents with college degrees. At our meeting this morning, APBC voted to
recommend to campus administration the formation of a Student Life and Learning
Commission, to carry on the work of the original working group and merge it with
campus efforts addressing the UWS Agenda.

The Commission is anticipated to be comprised of faculty, student, and staff
representatives from (a) each school and college, (b) the Student Association, (c) APBC,
(d) APC, (e) APCC, (f) Retention and Graduation Working Group, and (g) other
administrative and academic support units as appropriate. Students will constitute, at a
minimum, 50% of the Commission. The Commission will now begin meeting regularly,
with the goals of identifying and prioritizing areas of action, recommending action
initiatives, estimating the costs of these initiatives, and identifying potential funding
streams to meet the costs. Note that of further relevance to this Commission are the
examination and possible restructuring of undergraduate education, including general
education requirements. This examination is currently underway on campus.

UWS identified a date of Feb 17 by which they would like to receive information from
the campuses on their plans, meaning the timeline for the work of the Commission is
rather short. APBC receives regular reports from the Commission at its meetings.
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5. CMP and Milwaukee Initiative Capital Expenditures. In light of the actions of the
BOR in Dec and on Jan 8, a number of questions arose regarding the CMP, the
Milwaukee Initiative, capital expenditures, and how the campus administration thought it
most useful to proceed. After a discussion with campus colleagues, I developed a series
of questions that I transmitted to the campus administration. I distributed the full text of
those questions to you earlier this week. They are also at the conclusion of the written
form of these comments, and will be part of the record, in the minutes of this Senate
meeting.

The questions are somewhat open-ended, and we recognize that answers at this point may
only be tentative and conditional on further developments in funding and resources.
APBC resumed meeting this morning after the semester break. We had planned to begin
discussion of the questions with the Provost, but other business occupied us. Discussion
is rescheduled for future meetings.

APBC are formally charged with reporting to the Senate on the final version of CMP.
This will be the second phase of our review, and will presumably be framed in terms of
the four areas previously identified. Our present understanding is that the final version of
CMP report, originally scheduled for tomorrow, will be delayed until later in February.
In any case, as part of the APBC report to the Senate on CMP, whenever we make it, we
will comment on how usefully we believe the Master Planners have responded to
concerns expressed by campus and community. PEC rather than APBC were actually
charged with overseeing the CMP.

With regard to Milwaukee initiative capital expenditures, oversight of the Pre-Design
Phase of the Buildings was assigned to special committees that report directly to the
Senate, rather than APBC. However, APBC does have representatives on both PEC and
the Pre-Design groups. The Pre-Design Groups have now finished their work, and the
designs will now proceed through further bureaucratic review off-campus.

It seems to us that an important consideration at present is the sequencing of academic
programs in SFS, SPH, and the Kenwood IRC, in light of the flexibility we have been
granted. This sequencing depends critically on questions about physical plant. In turn,
physical plant depends on questions about funding source. The BOR made GFSB
available for SFS/WATER, and it appears to us that plans are proceeding productively for
academic programs and physical plant in SFS/WATER at the Harbor site. A Kenwood
IRC was similarly supported by GFSB. Projected uses of this IRC include Physics and
other STEM functions.

On the one hand, however, the BOR enumerated only PRSB for CSM, and a site for SPH
remains under discussion. On the other hand, if SPH is to be located at Pabst Bldg 29,
we await clarification as to whether the entirety of the building would need to be
remodeled at the same time, with perhaps a total cost of $70 M. Pabst Bldg 29 clearly
cannot house any units or programs without being remodeled. We are the beneficiaries
of a generous pledge of $10 M from Mr. Zilber for SPH. But if no further gifts/grants are
forthcoming, and no private sector partners have agreed to pay $30-35 M to remodel their
portion of the building, the entire remaining amount would have to fall to PRSB.
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The problem is that this amount is well more than is available. A commitment to the
Pabst site, assuming the parameters are described correctly above, is a commitment to
remodel with PRSB, which would leave no PRSB for the already enumerated acquisition
and development of CSM. As we know, the BOR took no formal action on Tosa/County
Grounds and Pabst, other than to encourage us to continue to plan, although again we
note that no GFSB is available to support either project–the GFSB has already been
spent. We are unaware of gifts/grants that can be applied to Tosa/County Grounds and
Pabst, again outside of Mr. Zilber’s wonderful pledge of $10M for SPH.

In summary, SFS/WATER is supported by GFSB, through the action of BOR in Dec and
on Jan 8. SPH has been established, and the BOR enumerated CSM to be acquired and
developed with PRSB, but SPH and CSM are not formally linked by the BOR. The Pabst
site was tentatively identified for SPH, but the BOR did not identify any funding to
support development of the Pabst site. We do have flexibility. Critical for APBC at
present is clarification of the campus position on CSM and any academic units to be
housed therein, such as possibly SPH or STEM units, in light of the need to support the
already enumerated acquisition and development of CSM by PRSB.

As a standing committee of the Senate, APBC await action or instruction of the Senate as
to how we might be involved in review or making recommendations regarding the
Milwaukee Initiative, capital expenditures, and associated academic programs, or any
alternatives to the plans of campus administration that the Senate identifies to us.
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APBC questions for campus administration re BOR action of Jan 8

1. A. In what ways have the discussion and subsequent action by the BOR on Jan 8
changed the priorities of the campus administration regarding the Milwaukee
Initiative/CMP?
B. In what ways have the discussion and subsequent action by the Faculty Senate in Sem
1 changed the priorities of the campus administration regarding the Milwaukee
Initiative/CMP?

2. At present, precisely how much gift/grant revenue is actually in the accounts of the
UWM Foundation or either of its two subsidiaries (Real Estate Foundation, Research
Foundation) to support the existing and remaining projects in Milwaukee Initiative/CMP,
and specifically the new Neeskay II for WATER, the acquisition of Tosa/County
Grounds, and the development of SPH, apart from questions of where SPH is eventually
located?

3. A. Specifically for Tosa/County Grounds, what is the contractual arrangement with
the County for acquiring this property for eventual use by UWM? How does the campus
administration give direction to the Real Estate Foundation regarding its acquisition?
B. Specifically for Pabst Bldg 29, what arrangements exist for UWM acquiring this
property for eventual use by UWM? Is the Real Estate Foundation involved in the
acquisition? If so, how does the campus give direction to the Real Estate Foundation
regarding its acquisition?
C. Specifically for WATER, what contractual arrangements are necessary to acquire the
adjacent land for expansion? Is the Real Estate Foundation involved in the acquisition?
If so, how does the campus give direction to the Real Estate Foundation regarding its
acquisition and eventual use by UWM?
D. It seems that the BOR didn't actually take Wauwatosa or Pabst off the table and that
its narrative on those items actually reaffirmed their status as ongoing projects.
Nevertheless, the BOR didn’t allocate GFSB to these two projects, in the way they did
SFS/WATER. In the view of campus administration, how specific are the building plans
under the pre-design phase to Tosa/County Grounds and Pabst Bldg 29? We did sign a
contract for $500,000 for consulting services re buildings that campus administration
wants to put at these sites (and WATER), even though there exists widespread concern
among campus governance groups regarding the Tosa and Pabst sites. Have we now paid
for plans for buildings specific for the Tosa and Pabst sites, even though acquisition of
the sites is not imminent, was never highly endorsed by campus governance groups, no
GFSB funds are available, and acquisition may in fact not actually be supported in the
future by the BOR?

4. What specific revenue sources (current or projected) is the campus administration
prepared to apply to the CSM project and academic programs housed there (e.g.,
percentage of current/projected dorm revenues, differential tuition, etc.)? For generating
program revenue during the balance of the 2009-11 biennium more generally? For
generating program revenue during the 2011-13 biennium more generally? Does the
campus need to raise the full $60 M in program revenue before it proceeds with any plans
for CSM, or can it proceed as portions become available?
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5. What priorities has the campus administration identified regarding the academic uses
of CSM, specifically concerning academic programs associated with (a) STEM and (b)
SPH, on the basis of the CMP? To what extent does the feasibility study from 2004
regarding CSM remain applicable? Specifically, to what extent does the campus
administration view SPH as located at CSM, rather than Pabst Bldg 29, ln light of the
action of BOR supporting the acquisition of CSM and not allocating any GFSB to Pabst
and the extensive remodeling costs associated with Pabst Bldg 29? If plans exist for
locating SPH in CSM after it is acquired, what then are the plans of campus
administration regarding the acquisition of Pabst Bldg 29?

6. What priorities has the campus administration identified regarding the academic uses
of Kenwood IRC-I, specifically concerning academic programs associated with (a)
STEM and (b) SPH, on the basis of the CMP? To what extent does the campus
administration view an enhanced CEAS associated with entrpreneurial activity as located
on the Kenwood campus (Kenwood IRC-I) and possibly USRB (Capitol-First), rather
than Tosa/County Grounds, ln light of the action of BOR that did not allocate any GFSB
to Tosa?

7. How do Kenwood IRC-I and CSM relate to the ongoing planning cycle (e.g., plans
submitted by the deans in response to requests from campus administration) for academic
programs for the balance of the 2009-11 biennium? For the 2011-13 biennium?

8. What are the plans of campus administration for dealing with a budget cutback in the
second year of the current biennium, should one occur, or even in the 2011-13 biennium,
should one occur, in light of our requirement to generate program revenue to support
projects in Milwaukee Initiative/CMP? What specific priorities does the campus
administration want to observe?

9. Can funds raised through gifts/grants and program revenue be applied to projects not
enumerated by BOR on Jan 8 (e.g., Tosa/County Grounds, Pabst Bldg 29)?

10. What action does the campus administration contemplate regarding neighborhood
associations if CSM is acquired and the campus decides to generate revenue/leverage
with this asset through student housing? What other revenue generating activities are
contemplated regarding CSM?

11. The Chancellor emphasized proximity to third party partners as the driving force
behind much of the activity associated with the Milwaukee Initiative. He stated that third
party partners were necessary to support interdisciplinary activity, in his
opinion/experience. What proportion of current campus interdisciplinary activity actually
depends on third party partners? Of projected interdisciplinary activity?
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Physical Environment Committee Report to the UWM Faculty Senate

Thursday, January 28, 2010

Since I last reported to the Faculty Senate, the PEC has had two meetings. The

first meeting was December 16, 2009. We had an update on the Master Plan. The Open

Forum on December 9th allowed the consultants to explain how they were reacting to the

feedback from the campus and how they would be working with that information. The

committee approved the UPASS, UPARK, and the parking plan. There was an update on

the Predesign Working Groups: Kenwood IRC Project, GLRF/WATER, Public Health

and Clinical/Community Research and the Child Care Center Project.

There was an update on the expenditure plan. There were some changes to the

Plan since the original design to UW System. Based on input from both DOA and

System, the BOR approved $50M for Freshwater (all state funds-the requirement for

some private funds for all plans has been waived for Freshwater). The proposal went to a

special meeting of the BOR on January 8, 2010. The proposal went to the State Building

Commission on January 20, 2010. We discussed All Agency Projects: Sandburg West

Tower Exit Window Replacement, Central Chiller Installation, Multi-building energy

conservation, and the EMS Fire Egress/Security Improvement. It was concluded that if I

was asked to present to the December Faculty Senate meeting, I should tell the senate that

there is a range of opinions on the committee and the PEC is unable at this time to make a

recommendation on the Master Plan.

The last meeting was held on January 13, 2010. There was an update on the

Predesign Five Working Groups. Most groups had not met since the last PEC meeting.
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There was a discussion on the Expenditure Plan based on BOR meeting. The BOR

approved the Expenditure Plan unanimously.

The Subcommitee on Transportation, which is a subcommittee of the PEC, met

with the Master Plan consultants on January 19, 2010 to hear their recommendations

concerning transportation as identified by the subcommittee. There was a short slide

presentation, but our concerns were largely not met.
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January 25, 2010

Information Technology Policy Committee (ITPC)
Report to Faculty Senate

Since our last report to the Faculty Senate, the ITPC has met twice, on November 13 and
December 4, 2009. The committee:

1. Met with Paul Rediske (Director of Internal Audit) to discuss the audit which he and
John Krogram (Associate CIO at UW-Madison) conducted regarding the partial
PantherLink outage of April 5-9, 2009. The committee discussed ongoing and planned
improvements to UWM's data centers and storage infrastructure in light of the audit's
findings.

2. Endorsed the draft Research Data Policy presented by Mark Harris (Interim Dean of
the School of Freshwater Science) and Steve Brukbacher (of the UWM Information
Security Office). The goal of the proposed policy is to apply common, basic, security
controls to research data, especially as the University endeavors to attract more
researchers who work with confidential data and who expect to have adequate control
mechanisms available to them.

3. Continued to monitor the establishment of a new research computing cluster to be
housed in the College of Engineering and Applied Sciences, with additional support from
the College of Letters & Science. The ITPC expects regular updates on the development
of this new service, and expects to be involved with planning for its ongoing governance.

4. Met with Kathy Heath and Beth Schaefer of UITS to discuss the progress of the UWM
Tech Store, which sells Apple and Dell computers to University departments and
individuals. Sales volume is on target, and the store is ahead of projections in terms of
both revenues and expenses. An associated repair center has been open for a few months,
and is doing considerable business, especially with student-owned computers.

5. Drafted a resolution setting forth guiding principles addressing one-time and
continuing information technology needs, costs, and funding over the twenty-year time
horizon envisioned by the campus master plan. Discussion of this resolution will continue
at our February meeting.

The ITPC meets monthly; the next meeting is scheduled for February 12, 2010.

Respectfully submitted,

Christopher Burns, Chair
Information Technology Policy Committee


